LUNCH and AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAMS
COURSE DESCRIPTION
2016-2017

Art Exploration: This class will serve as an introduction to art and personal expression for your
child. Children are encouraged to explore their sense of creativity through various forms of art. The perfect
introduction into the world of art!
Instructor: Lea McLean

Art and Crafts:
Don't just create art: learn new techniques to take it to the next level! We’ll do everything from mask
making, to clay figures, to life sized animal sculptures!
Fun materials like clay, plaster, acrylic, charcoal, and inks make this class perfect for artists who want to
find different ways to explore their creativity.
Instructor: Lea McLean

Photography: Inspire your child's creativity! This hands-on course will teach students how to
take great photographs as well as how to edit and manipulate the images on a computer!
Topics will include:
Macro work – close up photography, simple rules of composition, Lighting and black and white
photography, Portraiture – how to take great photographs of people, How to manipulate and correct images
It is advisable for students bring in their own fully charged digital camera. Students without a camera will
be provided one. Instructor: Co-op Collective Vision

Kid Science:
Young Scientist of all ages will be fascinated by the world around them. Kids will enjoy exploring the
world of Science through fun and tactile activities. How and why popcorn pops, making gummy worms and
more.
Instructor: Enfant et Co.

Garden Worx:
Be a green thumb and make the world a more beautiful place. Children will work individually and in a
group setting; students will have a little gardening 101. They will beautifully decorate & name their plants;
they will plant & learn about how to maintain a small garden in their own homes. Herbs to spice things up,
Flowers to beatify, and edible treasures from their very own garden. (*Most materials are included).
Instructor: Amy Crieghton
CSI Investigator: Become a CSI Investigator! A crime has been committed and you are the one
that must solve the case! You will learn how to gather and examine the evidence, use a microscope, dust
for fingerprints, prepare a lab for a forensic review, fingerprint suspects, match clues, analyze DNA and
examine synthetic blood. Now that the evidence is in, it's time to nab the perpetrator!
Instructor: Enfant &Compagnie

Creative Video: This course is designed to provide children with a basic understanding of
video production and movie making through exciting games and activities. Children will create and
assemble a video production which will be filmed and edited. Each child will receive a copy of the movie
they make. Instructor: Jay Lemieux (Co-Op Collective Vision)

Dinosaur Discovery: We're climbing aboard our time machine and setting it to the year
150,000,000 B.C. Our mission; A DINOSAUR DISCOVERY! In this very interactive course, our "mini"
paleontologists will create their own fossil imprints, participate in a fossil dig, and a paper mosaic project,
and participate in fossil dig, all while getting to touch and feel dino skeletons, true-to size dino claws, bones
and teeth! On the last class, participants will receive their very own authentic dinosaur bone fragment to
take home! Get ready to learn about Tyrannasaurus Rex, Stegasaurus, Diplodocus, Pterydactyl and more!
Instructor: Debbi

Robotics: Specially designed for young engineers, this course will provide children with the
exciting opportunity to learn about the world of robots! They will explore the fundamentals of robotics
(basic laws of physics, principles of motion, electronics and more!) and will work together to create and
program robots using the LEGO Education “We Do kits”. Instructor: Enfant &Compagnie

Dance, Art and Movement: Children are encouraged to express themselves through dance and
art. They will be exposed to many artists, rhythms, sounds and styles through dance and movement in this
class. A small performance will be given in celebration of the group's work at the end of the session.
Instructor: Sue Brotherwood

Modern Dance: A great class that offers a mix of modern, Hip Hop and other dance styles
that kids love. The emphasis is on fun and creative expression. A small performance will be given in
celebration of the group's work at the end of the session.
Instructor: Dale King

Yoga for Boys and Girls: CLASSES FOR ALL AGES…
Fun filled classes exploring the many benefits of Yoga through games, postures, breathing techniques,
creativity and meditation providing children with the tools to be learning-ready and centered within
themselves.
Instructor: Ruth Wani

Jui-Jitsu
Learn the art of self-defense through discipline and body control.
Instructor: Nic Delise

Chess: Take up the challenge and learn to master the game of chess. Our chess master will
provide instruction and help guide participants through games to develop their skills.
Instructor: George Levtchouk/Frank Teuton

Orienteering: Learn the basic of map reading while improving your personal fitness level.
Students will participate in running games, outdoor exercise, scavenger and treasure hunts.
Instructor: Andrea Higgs (Girl Guides)

Spanish:
Learning languages can be fun and rewarding. In this class children learn basic oral and conversational
skills in a fun and stimulating setting. Materials provided. (Beginner and intermediate classes offered.)
Instructor: Irma

Italian:
Learning languages can be fun and rewarding. In this class children learn basic oral and conversational
skills in a fun and stimulating setting. Materials provided.
Instructor: Heather Teich

Reptiles:
Reptile Detective
In this exciting program we unravel some of the mysteries about reptiles. As in our other programs, our
main goal is for the kids to have fun while they learn about some of the animals we share our planet with.
It is very hands on and interactive. We have lots of new, exotic, reptiles to share with the kids. We play
games, have fun quizzes and team games. We also give out prizes to all the kids, throughout the program.
The kids get to choose one of their favourite Reptizoo animals to have their photo taken with. On the last
day we hand out their photos and a piece of reptile skin as a souvenir. We show different animals in this
program from our Animal Kingdom program.
***CLASS CHANGES IN WINTER SESSION*** to…
Animal Invasion
In this program we invade the classroom with a variety of small mammals, reptiles, amphibians, arachnids
and, sometimes, a bird. As in our other programs, our main goal is for the kids to have fun while they learn
about some of the animals we share our planet with. It is very hands on and interactive. We play games,
have fun quizzes and team games. We also give out prizes to all the kids throughout the program. The kids
get to choose one of their favourite Reptizoo animals to have their photo taken with. On the last day we
hand out their photos and a piece of reptile skin as a souvenir. We show different animals in this program
from our Animal Kingdom program.
Instructor: Reptizoo

Roslyn Choir…
We are very pleased to announce that choir conductor extraordinaire…
Dimitris Illias will once again be leading our Roslyn Choir in a production
of Hairspray.
NOTE: Auditions will be held for those who are new to the Roslyn
Choir from 12-1:30 on September 29th in the mini gym.
Those who have been members of the choir in previous years will
automatically be registered and need NOT audition.

ROSLYN activities course description
2017-2018

AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAMS
Sewing ***NEW CLASS***
Have fun with textiles. Repurpose old clothes and turn them into new treasures. This class will teach basic
sewing skills from hand stich to use of a sewing machine.
Instructor: Sue Brotherwood

Creative Writing ***NEW CLASS***
Let you imagination run free. Learn the fundamental skills to great writing.
Instructor: Paul Robichaud

Journalism ***NEW CLASS***
Are you curious and like to ask question. Learn the art of interviewing and reporting. This bilingual video
journalism class will focus on Roslyn School events and those of our community partners as well as student
achievements. There will also be a digital version posted to our Roslyn pages via social media.
Instructor: Coop collective

Book Buddies ***NEW CLASS***
For those who love to explore new worlds through reading. This is a bilingual class which will encourage
and challenge children to expand their reading skill and open discussions.
Instructor: Karine

Animation:
The kids will be making a variety of stop motion animations with play dough, markers/paper, Legos or
other objects. The class will involve crafting figures out of clay, drawing or building and watching them
come alive after they edit their creations. They will learn how to take photographs, the basics behind
animation as well as basic video editing skills. After photographing their pieces, they will upload them
onto a computer and using movie maker then they will add music, sound and visual effects to animate their
creations. They will all receive a DVD with all of their animations at the end of the class.
Instructor: Co-Op Collective Vision

Cooking Worx:
Join our Jr. Chefs as they take a delicious culinary journey preparing nutritious dishes for everyone to
enjoy! CHILDREN WILL LOVE THIS HANDS-ON APPROACH TO COOKING AND EATING!
Kitchen safety, basic food preparation techniques and nutrition will be taught. After making the food, the
children will be able to sit and enjoy what they have prepared! They will even take the recipes home to
teach Mom and Dad a few things! Some of the recipes include healthy versions chicken nuggets, fruit
kebabs, and pasta with tomato sauce! Join us on a culinary adventure around the world where students will
get to stimulate their creativity and tantalize their taste buds! We're making gourmet foods with an
international flair with food from…Mexico, Italy, China and more!
Instructor: Debbi

Glee Club:
Have you ever wanted to learn how to sing your favourite songs in perfect harmony? WIMA Music
Academy's Glee Club is exactly what you need! Learn your favourite pop songs, make new friends, and
learn how to sing with a professional Choir Director!
Instructor: Choir conductor…Dimitris Ilias

Piano:
This class will offer students an introduction into piano. Students will be learning basic skills, reading
music, playing as a group, and practice proper technique in a fun environment. In general, the course will
stress creativity, while offering a strong musical foundation and wide exposure to piano.
Instructor: Rosdestina

French Assist: This class will focus on grammar, reading and comprehension. Perfect for
those who are new to the immersion program as well as those who may be struggling and need extra
assistance. Material will be grade specific. Evaluations will be conducted in the first class.
Instructor: Karine
Musical Theater: Acting, Singing and Dancing are all explored though theater. A short
performance will be held at the end of the session
Instructor: Sue Brotherwood

Graffiti Art: Back by popular demand is Jimmy Baptist…our graffiti artist extraordinaire. Witness
his work in our basement lunch room corridor.
Instructor: Jimmy Baptist

AFTER SCHOOL SPORTS
Martial Arts:
Dojo Studio facilitator, Sensei Andrew Watson will provide workshops of different types of martial arts
such as (karate, kickboxing and self-defense) which will facilitate individual goals in health and wellness.
This will be accomplished by increasing knowledge and skills for all those participating using the highest
standards and in an environment of learning whilst encouraging respect for each other.
Instructor: Andrew Watson (Dojo Studio)

Soccer: Soccer is not just for the outdoors anymore. Indoor soccer is becoming as popular as the
outdoor game. Work on skills, strategy and scrimmages to fine tune your soccer game. Games, skills and
drills will all be part of the fun.
Instructor: Trey Toohey

Basketball: Our very popular coach, Dean, returns to Roslyn to bring us his unmatched talent and
enthusiasm. Games, skills and drills will all be part of the fun.
Instructor: Dean Smith (Trevor Williams Foundation)

Badminton: A chance to begin some of the high school sports at Roslyn! Skill development and lots
of challenging games will be the focus. Instructor: Trey Toohey

